2013 TSITE SPRING VENDOR DAY MEETING AGENDA
Embassy Suites Hotel, Murfreesboro, TN
May 14, 2013

8:30 – 9:00  Arrival and Registration
9:00 – 9:05  Welcoming Remarks
9:05 – 9:30  Greg Sheehan – Quality Traffic Systems
             Basic Instinct: Valmont’s new Enduro Line
9:30 – 9:55  Eric Seabrook – Precision Traffic Safety
             Adaptive Traffic Control – Synchro in Real-time
             Sign Retroreflectivity
10:20 – 10:30 Break
10:30 – 10:55 Dan Vincent – Traffic Technology Integrations
             Wavetronix
10:55 – 11:20 Tim Britt – Temple
             Accessible Pedestrian Signal – Meeting the Needs of All Pedestrians
11:20 – 11:45 Matt Greenoe – Aldis
             GridSmart: One Solution. One Afternoon. One Thousand Views.
11:45 – 12:10 David McGill – Southern Lighting and Traffic
             TSITE and Vendor Relationships over the Years
12:10 – 2:10  Exhibit Booths [Including Lunch]
2:10 – 2:15  Break
2:15 – 3:15  Business Meeting
3:15 – 3:30  Door Prizes, Closing Remarks, and Adjourn
             (All meeting registrants are eligible for door prizes and must be present to win)